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QUESTION 1

Press the Exhibit button to view the XML document "a. xml" and apply XSLT stylesheet "b. xsl" to "a.xml" 

and output "Telnet" as the transformation results. Select which of the following correctly belongs in (1) of the XSLT
stylesheet. 

A. security/detail[@machine=\\'A02\\']/service 

B. security/detail[test="@machine=\\'A02\\'"]/service 

C. security/detail/service[@state=\\'Stop\\'] 

D. security/detail/service[test="@state=\\'Stop\\'"] 

E. //service[@state=\\'Stop\\']W Courier Newlr Z 

Correct Answer: ACE 

 

QUESTION 2

Select which of the following XML Schema and its respective description is incorrect. Assume the Schema namespace
prefix is "xs". 

A. ln the following example the data element appears repetitively (more than once).  

B. ln the following example the data element appears either 0 times or 1 time.  

C. ln the following example the data element appears repetitively at least twice.  

D. ln the following example the data element appears repetitively between two and five times. W Courier Newlr Z 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Select which statement correctly describes the XML document below. 

[XML Documents] 

 

]> 

 

A. This is not a well-formed document because the attribute value cannot have a line feed in it. 

B. This is not a valid XML document because an attribute cannot be designated for an element that is designated as
EMPTY. 
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C. This is not a valid XML document because the attribute value is not a value listed in the attribute list declaration. 

D. This is a valid XML document. W Courier Newlr Z 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Select which of the following is incorrect with respect to an XML Schema element content model. Assume the Schema
namespace prefix is "xs". 

A. When the ProductCode element is limited to text data and the number of character is limited use the following
simpleType to construct a definition.  

B. When the Productltem element content is a content model including a different element use the following
complexType to construct a definition.  

C. Use the following simpleType when element content includes both character data and an element.  

D. Use the following simpleType for defining an empty element. 

 

 

W Courier Newlr Z 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 5

Select which statement correctly describes the XML document below. 

[XML Documents] 

 

 

 

 

]> 

 

data 

ref-data 
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A. This is not a well-formed XML document because the A1 attribute is not set in the E1 element. 

B. This is not a valid XML document because the A1 attribute is not set in the E1 element. 

C. This is not a valid XML document because the A2 attribute does not reference the ID type value. 

D. The DTD code is incorrect because the ID type attribute must be set to #REQUlRED. W Courier Newlr Z 

Correct Answer: C 
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